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This Discussion Paper is the fourth in a series produced by Anglican EdComm as a tool for
assisting teaching staff in Anglican schools to engage in an intelligent and thoughtful way
with the emerging components of the new Australian Curriculum. We are indebted to Ruby
Holland for the thoroughness in which she has researched and written this paper and we
look forward to receiving equally thoughtful and constructive feedback. We don’t pretend
that this paper has addressed every issue but we are pleased to share it with you as a
conversation starter and as a trigger for further reading and thinking.
Many of the ideas discussed in the paper are not peculiar to teaching and learning in
Mathematics. At the same time, we believe that 'Exploring teaching and learning in
Mathematics with the eyes of faith' is a challenging a place to continue a series that will
address teaching and learning in Science, English, History and Personal Development, Health
and Physical Education.
In this paper Ruby acknowledges that in Anglican schools ‘education is seen as nothing less
than the intellectual, spiritual and moral formation of students as created beings of a loving
and holy God.’ The theme of formation features often as does the challenge for all of us
who teach to see the rituals and routines of our subjects with the eyes of faith.
This Discussion Paper will introduce you to writers, researchers, questions and issues which
you may never have considered. We trust that it is a stimulating experience for you and for
the community of practice with which you are involved.

Dr Bryan Cowling
Executive Director
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Ruby Holland has been a teacher in government and independent schools for over forty
years. She was formerly the Principal, and later the Assistant Principal: Curriculum at St
Paul’s Grammar School, Cranebrook where she developed her ideas in the context of a
Christian grammar school. She has a Master’s degree in education from Newcastle
University and has lectured in a Bible College. Her educational interests include
internationalism in education, leadership and subject-based Christian scholarship. She
interacts frequently with other Christian scholars around the world. She is a member of the
Anglican Education Fellowship and is contracted by Anglican EdComm to promote an
approach to education which advances the ethos of Anglican education.
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Teaching in an Anglican school is a rewarding experience, supported by centuries of
tradition in academic excellence and pastoral care, focused on a clear vision of ‘the good’
and what it means to live what is referred to as a ‘good life.’ In the Anglican community, it is
the Bible that gives us that vision, characterised as ‘wisdom.’ And so it is in Anglican schools
that education is seen as nothing less than the intellectual, spiritual and moral formation of
students as created beings of a loving and holy God. The routines and rituals that are
practised in the community are crucial to such formation with the student developing a
certain orientation toward the world1 through the community’s practices.
While this understanding of formation is largely uncontested, its application is often
restricted to activities outside the classroom of the mainstream subjects. However, such
student-forming practice is not restricted to the more obvious Christian celebrations; it can
also be seen in the routines and rituals of the subjects we teach and of our classrooms. As
well as the personal characteristics of the teacher, two areas then become of major
importance for faith-based schools:
•
•

scholarship related to each subject and
teaching and learning within each subject.

Supporting Anglican practice that is formative of students intellectually, spiritually and
morally requires us to examine these two areas in some depth. Although we will be
incorporating ideas that are essentially theological, they are done in a spirit of what Alan
Jacobs refers to as ‘kerygmatic theology,’ ‘governed by Christ’s commandment to proclaim
the Gospel rather than by the natural impulse to argue and justify’2.

If we accept the premise that scholarly practice in our subject is characterised by certain
virtues (habits and dispositions oriented towards a certain understanding of the good3) then
we need to evaluate such from the perspective of our end goal: the Christian vision of life
lived well. This is often more than, and occasionally opposed to, the vision projected by our
subjects. As such it presents a rich opportunity to explore in depth the issues that lie at the
heart of all subjects, issues that are contestable yet of vital importance for lifelong learning.

1
2
3
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For it is now widely recognised that each subject comes with a particular paradigm for its
practice: rules that govern its content and methodology, rules that students are socialised
into in our classrooms. These rules are expressed in routines and rituals as we study and
practise the subject. Think literary criticism in English as a routine or the scientific method as
a ritual. These routines and rituals in our subjects remain largely unexamined in our
teaching. They often simply form an unarticulated ‘social imaginary’4, to use Charles Taylor’s
term, a pre-cognitive ‘understanding’ rather than ‘knowledge.’ The myth that any
construction of a discipline can be neutral and value-free is now being questioned in the
mainstream literature. See for instance critique of the Australian Curriculum Mathematics
Syllabus5. At the heart of every subject’s rules and practices are belief-based understandings
of people and knowledge, (beginning with the existence of God) that are both foundational
and formative. To the extent that they remain unarticulated they retain their formative
power.
The story or sustaining myth of Science, for instance, appears in the media at least to be one
of human conquest of the environment, minus any external creative or sustaining influence.
A simplistic understanding of the scientific method understands that it is performed almost
ritually to determine what is true about this world. For many students, the pre-cognitive
understanding presented to them is that this practice is the means to all reliable truth. All
else is personal taste. The challenge for teachers of Science, as for all teachers in Anglican
schools, is to encourage a study of the natural world within a Christian framework of
understanding: a Christian ‘social imaginary’ which has the capacity to captivate the heart
and mind of students.
Although the social imaginary may function at a pre-cognitive level, the Christian faith is not
irrational. Bible-based Anglican theology provides us with a strong set of ‘control beliefs’6
with which to critique the social imaginary behind subject paradigms as well as theorise and
embrace their rich contribution to human life. The Christian life involves ongoing listening to
God speaking through His word and responding with faith to His precepts, vision and
purposes. This includes His redemptive and renewing purposes in relation to the creation
and our creation mandate as culture-makers. We will often find ourselves agreeing with
those who come from a different foundation of beliefs because God in His mercy has
extended common grace to all people to access truth. However, humankind, as Romans 1
tells us, tends to distort the truth about His world, preferring to leave the
Creator/Redeemer out of the picture. With the eyes of faith we see that God is the ground
and source of all truth, wherever it is found; but that we need to be discerning in relation to
any truth claims.
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In undertaking to uncover and critique the beliefs on which our subject’s paradigm is based,
we are taking seriously the three-pronged emphasis of Anglican education: intellectual,
spiritual and moral. But in the process, we may be tempted to give undue weight to the role
of perspective, particularly what has been termed ‘a Christian perspective’ or ‘the Biblical
worldview.’ Where does this leave the role of ‘facts,’ the traditional body of ‘universal
truths’ that teachers used to be able to transmit to students with confidence? In describing
the act of knowing, some writers7 have indeed highlighted human perspective and
interpretation in our knowing at the expense of traditional objectivity. Don Carson provides
a more nuanced view,
‘Human beings may know objective truth in the sense that they may know what actually
conforms to reality, but they cannot know it objectively, that is, they cannot escape their
finitude and…their fallenness, and therefore the limitations of perspectivalism, and thus they
cannot know anything completely or from a neutral stance.’8
Note the role of belief even in this statement. Carson’s control beliefs about the nature of
humanity (able to access truth, yet sinful, finite) lead him to emphasise the limitations of
human knowing. On the other hand, his (assumed) control belief in a creator God leads him
to affirm that truth can be known. If the development of our subjects involves such complex
knowing over time, then they are imperfect, more or less objective human interpretations
of reality. They are indeed humanity’s glorious, fallible attempt to impose a pattern on the
universe in response to their experience of it. The disciplines empower us to construct
meaning and develop a worldview to guide our day-to-day living in a bewildering cosmos.
However, we do well to consider that the disciplines are but one aspect of our meaningmaking, albeit a dominant one for schools. J.K.A. Smith claims that much of the orientation
that influences our interpretation or perspective is operative at a subconscious level…what
he calls ‘the adaptive unconscious.’9 At this level, as stated earlier, social institutions are
crucial in their contribution to worldview, in the way a student orients himself to the world.
The whole context of the school therefore deserves thorough evaluation for its concrete
formative influence on students. However, the focus of this paper remains on the
unarticulated formative aspects of the disciplines.
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So what does this have to do with our classroom teaching? If the subjects we teach are
human constructs, interpretations based on contestable beliefs and commitments, then we
have the responsibility to teach our students how to explore these values and perspectives
after having done so ourselves. We need to do so in full knowledge of the formative power
of the practice of our subject for developing a view of and orientation to the world. The
rituals and routines of our classroom, including the enacted curriculum, will help socialise
students either into becoming critical and discerning thinkers in relation to our subject, or
leave them as possibly unreflective practitioners, with a truncated understanding of both
themselves and their world.
As intimated in the above quote from Carson, such subject-based interpretations cannot be
arbitrary, as their truth must be tested for the closest possible agreement with reality; but
they are nevertheless products of human beings who inevitably bring their belief-based
perspectives and valuing to that enterprise. We do our students a disservice if we teach our
subjects as if belief-based perspective has no role in them because those unarticulated
beliefs are intellectually, spiritually and morally formative of our students. To explore them
is both to deepen their knowledge of the subject and to give to students an active, choicebased role in their own formation.
This is especially the case given that the disciplines upon which our subjects are based
originally formed part of a modernist structure for organising knowledge and giving meaning
to the world. Unrestrained modernism, with its overdependence on the scientific method
for the justification of knowledge, tends to act as a secularising influence on our subjects.
Modernist explanations of telos tend to limit it to the material world.

It should be noted at this point that any exploration of contestable areas should be done in
a spirit of humble inquiry and with respect for differing viewpoints. A didactic pedagogy is
not suited to the development of the capacity to analyse and critique subject areas. Such
didactic approaches have often accompanied what may be termed ‘pseudo-integration.’10
Such attempts in the past have variously involved the construction of completely alternative
program of teaching and learning, proof-texting with decontextualised Bible verses, the
artificial insertion of values education into the subject or the didactic delivery of a set of
doctrines as ‘the Christian worldview.’
In avoiding such artificiality, the easy solution appears to be to restrict our thinking as
teachers in Anglican schools to pastoral and relational aspects of teaching. But this in effect
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hands formative power over to the unarticulated paradigm of the subject, as we have explored
above. It also wastes an opportunity to demolish the false understanding of knowledge that
pits facts against faith, objectivity against values, science against religion, mainstream
subjects against Biblical Studies. And it denies an understanding of all our educational
practice as inevitably focussed on a particular formative narrative of the life well-lived.

Modelling the Biblical picture of the good life in our pastoral and relational roles as teachers
is of course important. However, Nicholas Wolterstorff (Emeritus Professor of Philosophical
Theology at Yale) points out the necessity for an interplay of modelling and carefully
planned teaching,
‘To be truly effective in cultivating dispositions, modelling needs the support of articulated
thought. If teaching justly is to be effective as a model it needs the support of a conceptual
framework for thinking about justice’.11
By far the best option for those of us involved in Anglican schooling is to adopt a scholarly
approach to our subject, using a process recommended by Christian scholars for genuine
integration, constructing an appropriate ‘conceptual framework.’ David Wolfe suggests
three aspects specific (integral) to each subject as fruitful for investigation in the classroom:




Presuppositions on which the subject is based—eg. The assumption that human
beings can be completely accounted for in terms of their biology.
Value commitments, both explicit and tacit of the subject—eg. The value of empirical
evidence or logic.
Results of study of the subject, set within the context of the Big Picture—eg.
Deconstruction considered as a form of literary criticism that supports postmodern
views of life.12
Another approach to integration involves exploring the relationship of the disciplines
to one another and especially to that of theology. Major ways of doing this have been
termed:
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Complementary, whereby each discipline is seen to tell a different story, needing the
other disciplines to provide the most comprehensive picture of the world and life.
Dialectical, in which ‘authentic Christian commitment’ is used in sorting out what
knowledge is genuine and vice versa.
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Reactive, in which problems are considered from a Christian perspective whenever
encountered.13

In the second section we will be exploring the subject using elements of both these
approaches as a stimulus for programming from a Christian perspective. Before we consider
this, however, we need to explore the relevance of this approach to the current context of
Anglican education, namely the National, or Australian curriculum.

The Australian Curriculum seems to acknowledge the formative power of a curriculum
narrative. One of the broad learning outcomes of the K-10 Curriculum Framework is:
‘develop a system of personal values based on their understanding of moral, ethical and
spiritual matters.’14 To explore further possibilities beyond what they encounter in media,
students need to know what it means to be a creature of God, and the implications that
flow from this understanding of the importance of the spiritual. As the Australian
Curriculum Framework does not include any ‘religious’ subject, it follows that the
development of personal values would arise in the context of the ‘mainstream’ subjects.
The danger of allowing this to happen without developing a discerning critique that is
directed towards a particular goal of a good life is illustrated by recent surveys conducted by
Notre Dame University in the U.S.15 They found that 18 to 23 year olds emerged from 13
years of secular education with little capacity to critically evaluate social, cultural and
lifestyle issues. The emerging adults had been socialised into self-centredness,
consumerism, promiscuousness and secularism. The majority was unable to think through
issues ethically; only a minority saw the relevance of a reasoned faith to the rest of life.
Where they espoused faith, God appeared relevant only when there were problems and His
chief role was to ensure comfort and happiness, which He was generally seen to issue
according to the ‘good works’ of the recipient. Faith was thus characterised as ‘moralistic,
therapeutic deism.’
Few doubt that young adults in Australia, partly the product of our schools, demonstrate a
similar pattern. For example, the National Assessment Program found in 2010 that in Civics
and Citizenship half of students at Years 6 and 10 did not reach proficiency level in relation
to the values, attitudes and dispositions of the Melbourne Declaration.16 Both modernism
and postmodernism have done their work well in promoting consumption as a meaning13
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maker and digital technology as identity. Such an approach breeds human autonomy and
hubris in science, technology and economics with a subsequent marginalising of a biblical
understanding of virtue and value. And whether our students have a faith commitment or
not, we should be concerned to support their moral and social as well as intellectual
development and this from a Biblical understanding of a life well lived.

Given Smith’s alarming assessment of youth, the limiting of student consideration of major
existential, life-shaping questions to Biblical Studies does not seem particularly helpful as
this subject is often marginalised, if only in students’ minds. The rituals and practices of the
scholarly communities involved in our subjects have by and large excluded consideration of
the belief-based foundations of their discipline as if they are not relevant. Charles Taylor
claims this is a quite deliberate strategy of those who have developed the disciplines.17 In
particular, they have rarely included consideration of what a subject is.18 Schools by and
large have copied this approach, teaching mostly the practice of the subject, when it is of
major interest to people of faith to explore the nature of each subject.
In thinking about what a subject is, students are potentially confronted by the big questions
that actually lie at the heart of all teaching and learning: ‘Who are we? What is our purpose?
Is there a God? What is truth? How can we know anything at all? If there is a ‘good life’ how
can we attain it? How do all my experiences fit together?’ The Australian Curriculum
documents are full of references to students developing both their identity and their
understanding of the world. See for instance the proposed syllabus in ‘The Arts’ for its
descriptions of the stages in terms of teaching and learning needs.19 As surely as these are
the concern of the Australian Curriculum, they are of Anglican schools purposefully planning
for student formation.
Indeed, Trevor Cooling claims that the ‘process of discovering meaning and judging
significance is essentially what education is all about…(it) characterises what it is to be
human.’20 This framework of meaning, driven by beliefs is what enables scientists as varied
as Dawkins and Lennox to make sense of both science and their world. And although
students will engage with such questions in Biblical Studies, these questions should also
arise in their proper context in the process of inquiring about the ‘what’ of the subject. The
17
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belief issues that are at the heart of each subject need to be purposefully programmed for
consideration. We will explore how this might be done in the second section.

Considering the nature of a subject should lead to professional reflection on where that
subject fits within the curriculum framework as all teaching and learning is presented in a
framework of some sort. Whether curriculum developers acknowledge it or not, all
frameworks are, in their educational values, ultimately based on foundational beliefs about
God, people and knowledge. It is these that they promote as they bring their educational
values to selection and implementation of the various components of the framework. It is a
specifically Anglican approach to emphasise that our subjects explore a unified creation that
is imbued with rich meaning from the Creator. We do not impose our meaning on creation,
but seek to uncover it and portray it as truthfully as possible.
Neil Postman has suggested the need for such a framework by referring to the inevitable
service of ‘gods’ by education.21 Postman’s gods are essentially narrative-based accounts of
reality such as technological progress or perhaps Anglican Christianity. These narratives give
a unity and explanatory framework to learning that supplies students with meaning,
motivation and a map to live by. Anglican schools are intentional about the promotion of
the Christian story, the gospel of Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord of all creation, the one
true God. The challenge for Anglican schools is to develop meaningful approaches that
affirm the Christian story in every aspect of its functioning, including the curriculum
framework.
A secular example of how this might be done in the curriculum offering can be seen in the IB
Diploma, which is structured around an integrating core in the framework. Theory of
Knowledge is the integrating subject of the diploma, considered within the individual
subjects as well as in a discrete subject. A values-challenging service component and an
extended essay are also included in the core. If Postman provides a philosophical and moral
raison-d’etre for a meaningful curriculum framework, the IB Diploma provides a pedagogical
justification based on research into teaching and learning as a responsive construction of
meaning.
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In an Anglican school the core would comprise some form of Biblical Studies, taught so that
students are encouraged to go beyond the framework itself to consider the unity and
meaning of creation in Christ. Ideally this will provide the core of the curriculum and be seen
so by the students. Biblical Studies should be prior to any of our other subjects.

If Biblical Studies/Theology provides the core integrating frame and the explanation for our
subjects, conversely, the subject areas need to address key theological questions that are
integral to them for they make a powerful contribution to the meta-narrative of the
curriculum. This is the lesson of the IB Diploma where Theory of Knowledge went from just a
discrete subject to being a mandatory aspect of every subject syllabus. The approach may
involve challenging thinking, yet is vital to the presentation to students of a coherent
framework for their learning and their subsequent formation.
It should be noted once more that setting student learning within such a framework,
providing a big story with an exploration of big questions within the subjects, is not to
impose Anglican beliefs on students, but to empower them to investigate the truth claims of
all forms of knowledge, not just ‘religion.’ Only by doing so will they truly understand their
world. Teachers College, Columbia University reports on the proceedings of a conference,
‘“Children are constantly engaged in making sense of the world,” said Annemarie Palinscar,
Jean and Charles Walgreen Professor of Reading and Literacy at the university. The work of
teachers is to “influence this sense making” by asking well-constructed questions,
suggesting things that students should notice, and providing students with tools – both
physical and cognitive – that support learning.’22
Further, this approach is in sympathy with the 21st Century educational emphasis on metaquestions. For example, the Board of Studies in incorporating the Australian Curriculum into
its K-10 Science Syllabus, states: ‘Knowledge, understanding, skills, values and attitudes
derived from the cross-curriculum areas will be included in Board syllabuses, while ensuring
that subject integrity is maintained.’ Theologically-loaded areas such as Critical and Creative
Thinking, Ethical Understanding and Sustainability and Environment must be programmed in
all subjects. Theological ‘big questions’ are foundational to each of these areas and thus find
a natural place in subject programming in the 21st Century. Students, thirsty for meaning in
a world seemingly devoid of hope, can thus be encouraged to develop a coherent and
sustaining worldview while being academically stretched.
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Before we begin to explore the subject of Mathematics it is important to reassert five
assumptions that have been outlined in one form or another in Section One.

Anglican tenets hold to the revealed authority of Scripture in its meta-narrative,
propositions, principles and character as the living Word of God. It follows we need to
allow God to speak to us through His Word if we are seeking guidance in educating in the
Anglican tradition.

That is, Bible-based beliefs will exclude some answers to the knowledge issues inherent
in the subjects; but apart from those, there will be much scope for differing approaches.
Often there is no one simple biblical answer, but many questions that are worth
exploring for their contribution to student critical thinking, discernment and meaningmaking.

These are often referred to as comprising a person’s or a culture’s worldview and are
essentially theological and contestable. The existence and nature of God, what it means
to be human and knowledge and knowing are all areas depending on reasonable belief
for their answers.23 For teachers in an Anglican school, these should be based in turn on
the Christian Scriptures. These answers form contestable assumptions that impact to a
greater or lesser extent on the foundations, content, methodology, resources and
pedagogy of each subject. This is not the place to explore those presuppositions in detail,
but to indicate that the Bible is the starting point for the development of criteria by which
to evaluate the components of each subject. Christian scholars have especially focused
on the importance of understanding humanity from a biblical perspective. 24
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This formation occurs through the virtues (habits and dispositions) of the subject as
practised by its scholars (including the teacher!) It has moral, social and aesthetic aspects,
as well as cognitive. It cannot be completely neutral. The question is not whether but
how each subject helps form students. The answer should, of course, be in alignment
with the Anglican school’s values and aims for students.

St. Bonaventure states, ‘every form of cognition is theology’s slave,’ by which he meant,
‘Theology, which is reasoned discourse about that God who is the Lord, provides both the
frame and the explanation for all these particular forms of learning’25. Theology is prior to
the other disciplines and as such it can helpfully question and interact with those
disciplines.
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In light of the above assumptions, it is helpful to set a foundation for programming in the
interaction of theology with the discipline of Mathematics. The following are suggested as
key questions in which theology plays a central role. Philosophers and theologians have
mused over these questions for centuries. Christian scholars disagree over the answers. But
in the raising of them with students, they are led beyond the ‘how’ of Mathematics into the
areas that are of eternal significance. Some possible answers to these key questions will
arise in the context of our consideration of major aspects of the subject of Mathematics
such as its nature and practice. In considering these questions, we hope to engender a sense
of wonder and mystery that many have found in this subject.
In addition to the first four, which are commonly debated by mathematicians, we might add
the question that is specific to the subject as taught in Anglican schools. Note that the
answers you, your faculty and school give to these questions will determine the formative
routines and rituals of both the subject and your classroom. Please also note that there are
no right or wrong answers to these questions but in the very exploration of them lie
possibilities for students to engage with significant formative aspects of their subject.

19



Why is Mathematics so effective in reflecting the way the universe works?



What is the relationship of Mathematics to reality?



Is Mathematics discovered (as existing from eternity) or is it created?



What do numbers symbolise?



How does Mathematics contribute to the formation of students towards a
Christian’s vision of the good life?

If the rituals and routines of Mathematics are to be evaluated for their support of the
Anglican story, it is important to consider for inclusion in your teaching program the
following aspects of your subject:
1. Nature
2. Links
3. Story
4. Practice
5. Concepts
6. History
7. Purpose
However it should also be noted that there is considerable overlap in these areas.
Mathematics is a whole discipline incorporating a paradigm which is a comprehensive
package. A particular answer to one question will have implications for how the other
questions are answered. Nor should we deny students their right of choice and articulation
of their position. Teaching with integrity in an Anglican school demands that we explore and
open up the issues for consideration, not impose an artificial set of answers that we expect
to be received passively.

Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer Question 1: Why is
Mathematics so effective in reflecting the way the universe works?
Various answers to the question ‘what is Mathematics?’ have been posed, according to the
beliefs of the scholar. In other words, the most basic understanding of the discipline
involves presuppositions on the part of those developing this area of knowledge. Some of
their suggestions as to its nature are:
a. Maths is a subset and product of human logic, constructed from axioms and proved
logically. 26
b. Maths is the science of patterns.

26
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c. Maths is a matter of convention, in which certain rules are applied by mutual agreement.
d. Maths is the contemplation of timeless forms…Plato.
e. Maths is intuition on the part of the subject as she observes the objective world.
f. Maths involves an intrinsic feature of the order of the object world.
g. Maths is entirely a construction of human thinkers, of gathering and ordering…Piaget.
h. ‘The essence of Mathematics is its search for universal truths regarding quantity, shapes
and patterns in the world around us. Although opinions differ as to whether such truths are
discovered or created by the mind, there is no doubt that they lie at the heart of modern
science and technology.’ A. Sangalli27
i. ‘In that Geometry is part of the divine mind from the origins of time…it has provided God
with the patterns for the creation of the world and has been transferred to humanity with
the image of God’…Johann Kepler.28
j. Maths is ‘the order guaranteed by God’s Word as law for the creation,’ accessible to
believer and non-believer alike who then construct mathematical systems…Fowler. 29
k. Maths is a human activity that abstracts, conceptualises and symbolises a logical
framework that investigates the diversity and unity of creation…Fackerell. 30
The answers suggested to this question have been categorised as either constructivist or
realist. Much in the same way that Don Carson drew a delicate balance between perspective
and objectivity in knowledge-gathering (see p. 11), we might want to say that many of the
answers posed above are at least partly true and need to be taken in relation to one
another. The answers posed by h-k would be more in keeping with Christian
presuppositions. Christian Platonists such as John Polkinghorne31 suggest that Mathematics
has a reality in the mind of God. It is not just a logical game developed by people; but is a
human activity that explores eternal numbers that are a reflection of the mind of God.
In any discussion of the many possible answers it is important to recognise the theological
presuppositions of each approach. A Christian mathematician might start with the
assumption of a Creator, a created order and the possibility of knowing it truthfully. Lest it
be thought that this is an unnecessary intrusion of belief into Mathematics, it should be
noted that since the positing of Godel’s impossibility theorem, every Mathematics scholar
needs to proceed from the basis of belief. Briefly, Godel showed that it is impossible to set
up a system that is both logically complete and consistent within itself.32
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1. Explore Godel’s theorem with students for its belief implications.
2. Emphasise frequently the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of Mathematics as well as the ‘how.’
3. Explore the nature of the axioms. Are they really self-evidentially true? In modern Maths
perhaps they are just chosen because they fit with a theorem. 33
4. Explore chaos theory and fractal geometry to wonder at the order in creation.
5. Investigate ‘pediflops’ in the area of measurement to wonder at man’s finitude.
6. Challenge students with the issue of why Mathematics works. Let them know that even
mathematicians wonder at its correspondence with the universe.

Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer - Question 2: What is the
relationship of Mathematics to reality?
Exploration of this question will again touch on the area of results of the discipline, as did
#4. Some philosophers of Mathematics have recommended a hierarchy of knowledge with
Mathematics as the pinnacle of knowledge. This is not necessary if one accepts a creation
which is multi-dimensional in its functioning. Nevertheless Mathematics is basic to many of
the other disciplines.
The chief use of the results of Mathematical study is seen in the sciences. Professor Paul
Davies states that ‘the richness and variety of nature are found to stem from just a handful
of underlying mathematical principles.’ 34 But he goes on to show that because of the
limitations of Mathematics (as indicated by Kurt Godel) there will always remain an element
of mystery in our exploration of the universe. He says, ‘Because physical theories are cast in
the language of mathematics, they are subject to the limitations of Godel’s theorem. Many
physicists have remarked that this will preclude a truly complete theory of everything.’
Mankind will never be able to completely explain the universe in mathematical terms.
Mathematics then is just one tool for understanding our world, which is multi-dimensional
and diverse in its unity. Each discipline needs the others to provide a comprehensive
understanding of the world our students inhabit. This implies that there are limitations to
the subject in both its area of study and its results. For example, we cannot judge the value
of a novel by mathematical means, although both may lay claim to exploring universal
truths.
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1. Links with the numerical aspect of other subjects are easily indicated in the classroom
situation, however this is ideally done by mutual linking of topics. The IBO, for example,
mandates such links as a means of furthering student understanding.
2. The double helix of the DNA molecule is a wonderful example of the intricate link
between Science and Maths, but there are many other more subtle examples.
3. Discuss the strengths and limitations of Mathematics in relation, for example, to Science,
in terms of the limitation of mathematical explanations after Godel.

Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer - Question 2: What is the
relationship of Mathematics to reality?
This question is related very much to the results aspect of the subject and is partly
answered by considering the nature of Mathematics. However, there is more to be said. If
‘Christ holds all things together’ then we need to consider where Maths fits in God’s big
story of the universe as seen in Christ. What subplot does it tell of the grand Biblical story?
Dorothy Sayers recommends that at a formative age our students ‘should become
acquainted with the story of God and Man in outline--i.e. The Old and New Testaments
presented as parts of a single narrative of Creation, Rebellion, and Redemption.’ 32 This
would chiefly be the function of a sound Biblical Studies course. However, students should
also be encouraged to appreciate the intricacies and beauty of Mathematics as a reflection
of the universe created by the Lord Jesus Christ, who has also created them with a mind to
comprehend it.
Nel Noddings, Professor of Education Emerita at Stanford University, claims that the
paradigm within which we teach Mathematics is too narrow. ‘I want to challenge the longstanding assumption that mathematics should be taught as a totally separate, isolated set of
skills and concepts.’35 ‘Does God exist?’ is the central question for her and many
mathematicians have considered it carefully. Noddings recommends we include in
Mathematics study a little of the thinking of mathematicians such as Descartes, Pascal and
Russell. ‘The idea,’ she says,’ is to acknowledge students’ longing for connection and
meaning, to show the vitality of mathematical thinkers and thinking.’36 Obviously Noddings’
approach overlaps with an emphasis on the history of the discipline, however it is more than
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that. Her emphasis is not on the development of Mathematics, per se. It is on the
mathematician’s humanity: on his or her search for meaning.
Mathematics’ role as a sub-plot of the big picture is further indicated in the following quote
from Christian mathematicians, Bradley and Howell.
‘Perhaps the main thing that mathematics and Christianity have in common is a
passionate commitment to truth. But their meanings of “truth” can vary greatly.
Contemporary mathematicians declare that something is “true’ only in the
context of a particular axiomatic system. Thus, it is possible for contradictory
assertions such as “Through a point not on a line, one and only one line can be
drawn parallel to the given line” and “Through a point not on a line, no line can
be drawn parallel to the given line” both to be true. The catch is that each is true
in different axiomatic systems. That’s why we try to be clear about our
assumptions. Also, mathematical claims are accepted as true only if they can be
proven from these assumptions, which is why proof is so important to
mathematicians’.37
They go on to claim that the Bible uses truth in five ways:
• correspondence, where a statement must agree with reality or facts
• consistency, where all statements must support a central claim
• right interpretation
• faithfulness or reliability such as seen in God’s promises
• Jesus as the truth.
They believe the greater breadth of this Christian understanding has been the source of
many misunderstandings between Mathematics/Science and Christianity. The ‘relative and
tentative approaches to truth’ are appropriate to those disciplines as is a faith response to
the one who embodies truth. ‘The reliability of the speaker guarantees the truthfulness of
the statements.’ 38 There are overlaps with an understanding of the concepts of
Mathematics such as axioms, however in this section the emphasis is on the big story and it
is clearly seen in this example how Mathematics occupies one aspect of truth which in turn
is part of the big story.

1. Explore the ideas of mathematicians of diverse faith backgrounds such as Descartes and
Russell, with a focus on how they found meaning and purpose in life.
2. Explore how Mathematics could, when seen with the eyes of faith, demonstrate a
purposeful creation of the universe.
37
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3. Explore the necessity of belief as the basis for all knowledge, including Mathematics.
Demonstrate belief aspects through the quotes of Mathematicians such as Einstein: “As far
as the laws of mathematics refer to reality, they are not certain; and as far as they are
certain, they do not refer to reality." Geometry and Experience, January 27, 1921.
4. Engage the class in an exploration of the contribution of Mathematics to the overall
picture of truth as portrayed in the Bible emphasising its appropriate use of but one version
of truth.

Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer - Question 3: Is
Mathematics discovered (as existing from eternity) or is it created?
‘I’m a Mathematician…my job is to prove new theorems. To discover new truths about the
numbers we count with. To create new symmetrical objects. To find new connections
between disparate parts of the mathematical landscape.’ 39
Related to Wolfe’s ‘Values commitment’ of the discipline,40 the practice of mathematicians
is founded on their understanding of the nature of mathematics. For example, if
Mathematics is thought to be just a system of logic, set theory might be emphasised at the
expense of other aspects of the discipline. Most Maths syllabi are indeed based on
formalism, which states that Maths can be thought of as statements about the
consequences of following a certain string of rules. Maths is in danger of being reduced to a
mind game in this approach, which is critiqued by mathematicians themselves.
Students need to know that Mathematics is more than just a series of numerical
manipulations that could more easily be done on a computer. If we understand
Mathematics to be a human reflection of the ordering already in Creation, then Intuition
(developed by working observationally) and analysis (developed by working logically) are
both important in the practice of Mathematics. If we hold this view, then it is important to
model these two aspects of Mathematical practice in our teaching. Students’ metacognitive
development is supported by such purposeful attention to technique. So too is their
understanding of the values espoused by mathematicians: respect for logical thinking, order
and conclusions.
It is worth quoting John Polkinghorne at this point, as he so effectively describes the
limitation of a naturalist/ materialist position in describing the richness of human
achievement in this area.
39
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‘Contemporary society, in striking contrast to the thinking of many previous ages,
seems to treat materialism as the natural default position, scarcely requiring any
argument in its defence. Yet the world picture it presents is that of a kind of lunar
landscape, with complex, replicating and information processing systems as its
inhabitants, but with no persons in it. Much of what makes human life valuable
and satisfying is dismissed as epiphenomenal. No due acknowledgement is given
of the creative powers of imagination involved in the intellectual enquiry that gave
birth to science and mathematics. Personal experience, which is the foundation of
all our most significant encounters with reality, rather than being accorded the
privilege it deserves, is dismissed with an unwarranted suspicion of its importance.
Our mental life—the actual source of all our knowledge—is treated as if it were a
by-product of the material, in a curious replacement of the direct by the
abstracted.’41
In an expression of his worldview, Polkinghorne urges us to recognise the significant and
rich role that people have played in developing Mathematics. Restrictions of students’
worldviews to materialist versions result, he claims, in a shrivelling of a rich understanding
of humankind. What a challenge for us as teachers to inspire our students with this same
conception of what mathematicians do!

1. Begin the teaching of a topic from the experience of students and model intuitive
practice while making students aware of the processes. Help them to see the value of
identifying Mathematical concepts in their observation of the world, its structures and its
problems.
2. As the topic progresses, draw attention to the logical aspect of practice, including any
logical inferences drawn.
3. Reinforce students’ understanding of the underlying values such as precise thought by
getting them to articulate them.

Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer - Question 3: Is
Mathematics discovered (as existing from eternity) or is it created?
The place of mathematics in the development of human culture is a significant one for
consideration by students. A further advantage of including the history of a subject is that it
is made clearer in the students’ minds that what they are studying is a human response to
41
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the world. As such it is liable to human error and ongoing development. It is never infallible,
never absolute or final.42
Further, an understanding that Mathematics has involved many different approaches over
time helps to set the discipline within a cultural context evincing particular perspectives and
not as just fixed, universal, value-free knowledge. We may want to agree that it is a search
for universal truths, nevertheless it is still a product of valuing humans.
Movements within Mathematics that have challenged the traditional concept and
procedures approach include ethno mathematics and critical mathematics.43 In discussing
the Australian Curriculum in the Australian Journal of Education, Atweh and Goos
demonstrate how critical mathematics by its ‘power to make aspects of the world explicit to
the user of mathematics’ cannot be value-free. This is because ‘it is not possible to
understand aspects of the world in a value-free manner.’44
This aspect of Mathematics teaching requires a carefully planned approach, which
integrates the history of the development of Mathematical thinking with the relevant topic.
While the version of Mathematics taught in schools could probably be labelled ‘school
maths,’ students would be short-changed in their learning in the area if they were not at
least informed that there are indeed different movements, often arising from disputes
about particular issues.

1. Purposefully integrate some history into the topics as it arises naturally. Many Maths
texts now include small vignettes of Mathematics history and where they do occur, it is
relatively easy to adapt them for use. In particular, the way people have solved real
problems by developing particular mathematical solutions can be demonstrated.
2. Ensure students know the disputed history of concepts such as zero, negative numbers,
irrational numbers etc.45
3. Relate the views of prominent Christian mathematicians such as Leibniz, one of the
developers of calculus, who saw Mathematics as ‘the first step on the stairway to God.’ 46
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Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer - Question 4: What do
numbers symbolise?
Based on the above understanding of the nature and practice of Mathematics, key concepts
would include:
• Natural numbers, exploring how many and in what position and when?
• Real numbers that cannot be understood apart from space and continuity, asking how
many, how much, how far?
• Integers, fractions, real numbers; lines, triangles, circles, conic sections, Cartesian
coordinate systems, planes, spheres etc. 47
• Topics such as infinity, dimension, chance, randomness and the characteristics of
Mathematics: proof and truth, beauty, effectiveness. 48
• In relation to process: axioms, proofs, conclusions, theorems, logic, formalism.

1. Program in the overarching goals of the subject: i.e. the most important understandings
students should develop through an entire course.
2. Unit aims should be related to the major concepts, so a sequence could usefully be
developed, especially in Stages 4 and 5.
3. Teach some mathematical theory about the development of axioms, including Aristotle’s
idea that axioms are generalised from our sensory experience.
4. Explore Western and Eastern approaches to proof.
5. Challenge students with the worldview-changing notions of infinity and randomness.
6. Encourage students to explore the nature of numbers: do they represent generalisations
about observations, eternal concepts, logical classes or just tools? Get them to see how
their answer to ‘What is Mathematics?’ will guide their answer to ‘What is number?’

Exploring this area in your teaching will help students answer - Question 5: How does
Mathematics contribute to the formation of students towards a Christian vision of the
good life?

47
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Students often pose this question and it is an area of particular interest in relation to the
Anglican ethos, including a commitment to intellectual and academic achievement as well as
social and spiritual development. Motivating students involves attention to affective and
volitional aspects of students and is a continual challenge for most teachers. The following
non-exhaustive list suggests areas in which students may be formed and developed as they
undertake study in Mathematics.
• Creative and intuitive abilities
• Reasoned and logical problem-solving abilities
• Aesthetic appreciation
• Perseverance toward an unspecified end
• The capacity for godly dominion, reflecting the creation mandate—the investigation of the
ordered creation49
• Understanding of the role of belief in every aspect of life, reflecting the gospel mandate50
• Sense of wonder at order, precision, design, constancy and complexity as seen in patterns
and relationships 51
• Ethical decision making
• Explicit values such as honesty, sense of proportion, justice in consumption

1. Encourage students to see Mathematics as a way to ‘honour God, care for his creation
and serve others’. 52
2. Teach meta-cognitive approaches purposefully to students. Make them aware of the
intrinsic aspects of their study of Mathematics such as perseverance, use of logic and
recognition of patterns.
3. Encourage students to see the flow and working of a good solution as a beautiful thing,
reflecting order, symmetry, surprise. For example, the index laws working right across X (in
Year 9 syllabus).
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The Board of Studies Mathematics Syllabus for Stage Four lists the following aspects of
content that are required to fulfil the Australian Curriculum in Measurement and Geometry.
Opposite are listed the possible areas for inclusion in order to explore the meaning issues
that are integral to Mathematics. Note that although all these suggestions may be valid for
the study of this topic, generally only a few would be chosen for more focused attention.
They are all listed, however, as examples that might be applied to any number of other
topics in the Australian Curriculum. Strategies for inclusion of these issues are left to the
practising teacher to contextualise. Brief suggestions are given only.

Investigate Pythagoras' theorem and its application to solving simple problems involving
right-angled triangles. Suggestion strategies are listed in italics to match the above
outcomes.
1. Identify the hypotenuse as the longest side in any right-angled triangle and also as
the side opposite the right angle. Explore Pythagoras’ work as an example of what
mathematicians do, including his understanding of the nature of the world as
numbers. (Practice, History)
2. Establish the relationship between the lengths of the sides of a right-angled triangle
in practical ways, including using digital technologies. See #4
3. Describe the relationship between the sides of a right-angled triangle
(Communicating). See #4
4. Use Pythagoras' theorem to find the length of sides in right-angled triangles. Explore
pattern in the natural world, including music intervals, drawing out the belief
questions that arise, such as the relationship of Mathematics to reality. (Nature, Big
Story)
5. Write answers to a specified or sensible level of accuracy, using an 'approximatelyequals' sign. Explore common understandings of Mathematics that are challenged by
this. (Nature: Presuppositions)
6. Solve practical problems involving Pythagoras' theorem, approximating the answer
as a decimal 8. Explore the limitations and strengths of Mathematics. (Nature)
7. Apply Pythagoras' theorem to solve problems involving perimeter and area. Explore
the concepts of exact versus approximate. (Concepts)
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8. Identify a Pythagorean triad as a set of three numbers such that the sum of the
squares of the first two equals the square of the third. Explore pattern and how set
theory develops from understanding Mathematics as a form of logic. (Nature)
9. Use the converse of Pythagoras' theorem to establish whether a triangle has a right
angle. Investigate the concept of irrational numbers, including π Explore application
in another subject area such as TAS or Science. (Links)
1) Use technology to explore decimal approximations of surds. Explore Pythagoras’ loss
of religious belief with the advent of irrational numbers. (Big Story)
2) Recognise that surds can be represented by decimals that are neither terminating
nor have a repeating pattern (Communicating). Explore the values that
Mathematicians bring to their discipline such as perseverance. (Practice)
3) Solve practical problems involving Pythagoras' theorem, giving an exact answer as a
surd. Explore why students should study this discipline. (Purpose)
4) http://www.bbc.co.uk/tv/features/code/game/froghopper/ A game to demonstrate
Fermat’s theorem for extension students.
http://draftsyllabuses.bos.nsw.edu.au/mathematics/mathematics-k10/content/757/
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The following references are worth following up for their engagement with issues in this
area.
Bradley, J. & Howell, R. (2011) Mathematics through the Eyes of Faith. Harper One, New
York.
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1. What are some further implications for the teaching of Mathematics in understanding
education as formation?
2. What is your mental image of the Christian version of ‘the good life?’
3. Describe the strengths and weaknesses in considering the Christian faith as a ‘big story’?
Is there a different way in which you would express it?
4. Are there social institutions beside the school that are influencing the Mathematics
classroom in a dominant way? How can you address this in your teaching?
5. How realistic is it in the teaching of mathematics to talk about non-didactic pedagogy?
Are there less didactic ways to teach skills?
6. Which of the approaches to integration on pages 12 and 13 do you favour and why?
7. If it is thought that Mathematics can provide all the answers we need to life (as some
scientists would have us believe), what do you think would be the result in people’s lives?
8. To what extent is the new BoS syllabus, based on the Australian Curriculum, a syllabus
that emphasises ‘how’ rather than ‘why’ and ‘what’?
9. Can you identify further topics, similar to Pythagoras that could be easily developed to
reflect deep thinking influenced by Christian scholarship?
10. What advice could you give to a teacher of Biblical Studies about the theological issues
that are most relevant for your classes in Mathematics?
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